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1984
A Ballet by Jonathan Watkins

For those who don't recall
Orwell's ground-breaking novel
of the same title here is a short
recapitulation of the plot:
Winston Smith is a low-ranking member
of the ruling Party in London. Everywhere
he looks he sees the face of the seemingly
omniscient leader “Big Brother”. Currently the
Party is implementing an invented language
called “Newspeak” eliminating all words relating
to political rebellion in order to prevent the
Party from any attempt at revolution. Anti-
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Party thoughts are considered the worst of
crimes. Winston dislikes the Party and has
illegally bought a diary in which to write
down his rebellious thoughts. When he falls
in love with co-worker Julia he rents a room
in the hope of escaping Party monitoring.
One day Winston and Julia are invited by
O'Brien, whom Winston believes to be a
secret member of the Brotherhood that is
claimed to be trying to overthrow the Party.
O'Brien indoctrinates Winston and Julia into
the Brotherhood and presents them with the
manifesto of the Brotherhood. While Winston
reads from the manifesto to Julia he is arrested
by soldiers breaking into the rented room. It
turns out that the landlord is a member of
the Thought Police. Winston discovers that
O'Brien is also a Party Spy who tortures and
brainwashes Winston for months before he is
sent to the dreaded room 101, the ultimate
punishment. Winston's spirit is broken while
he pleads with O'Brien not to give him the
rat treatment and rather go for Julia. When
Winston is released to the outside world he
has fully accepted the Party and has learnt to
love “Big Brother”.
This new full-length choreography by Jonathan
Watkins to the music of Alex Baranowski for
Northern Ballet has garnered various prizes
including best classical choreography and the
South Bank Sky Arts award for dance. A tale of
control and freedom told through the medium
of dance. Winston is danced by Tobias Batley,
Julia by Martha Leebolt and O´Brien by Javier
Torres.
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1984

A ballet by Jonathan Watkins
Music Alex Baranowski
Northern Ballet
cast

Winston Thobias Batley
Julia Martha Leebolt
O'Brien Javier Torres
Mr Charrington Hironao Takahashi
Parsons Guiliano Contadini
Ampleforth Kevin Poeung
Martin Ashley Dixon
Lead Prole Victoria Sibson

directed
by Ross
MacGibbon
Directorfor
forTV
Television
Ross
MacGibbon
Produced
by Riverside
Studios
produced
by Riverside
Studios
running time 85'
85'Shot
Shotin HD
in HD
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Carmina Burana
Choreographed by Claude Brumachon

These medieval songs
around the wheel of
fortune have been staged
and danced many a time
to Carl Orff's gripping
music. The latest attempt
is by Brumachon for the
Ballet du Grand Théâtre
de Genève and was filmed
at last year's Festival de
Danse in Cannes.
Brumachon was born in Rouen where he
studied at the Fine Arts School. He later
performed with Ballet de la Cité, Christine
Gérard and Karine Saporta before he started
his independent career as a choreographer
by founding a research group with Benjamin
Lamarche. This group was developed into a
performing ensemble in 1984 and lives on
until today in the guise of Sous la Peau. In 1992
Brumachon became co-director with Benjamin
Lamarche of the CCNN (Nantes). Carmina
Burana is his first work for the Geneva
Ballet Company. In an interview Brumachon
explained his vision of the ballet as follows: “I
see the human condition in these people on the
ground, a shaking ground, destroying itself, burning.
Above six women, six goddesses, Venus, Flora,
Fortuna, Phoebe, Hecuba and Philomela, who had
been turned in to a nightingale. I see these six
women who dominate humanity and represent
the sacred, love, poverty, power, salvation, courage
and distress, Flora in flowers, Fortuna in red,
Hecuba in black, Phoebe in yellow, Philomela
in feathers and Venus in transparent skin.” He
evokes the seasons of an earth, the feeling of a
humanity, the animals of a nature, the power of
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Carmina Burana

Choreographed by Claude Brumachon
Music Carl Orff
The Cannes Orchestra
the Philharmonic Choir, Nice
the Ensemble Vocale Syrinx &
the Children's Choir of the Cannes
Conservatory
Conducted by Benjamin Levy
soloists

thought, an elevation of spirituality. Men who
seem to have escaped Dante's Inferno are
submitted to the fickleness of fate as within
each scene, and sometimes within a single
movement, the wheel of fortune turns joy into
bitterness and hope into grief. Costumes for
the men resemble Roman garb or remind us
of Géricault's Raft of the Medusa, while the
goddesses are lavishly dressed courtesy Livia
Stoianova and Yassen Samailov from the label
“On aura tout vu”.

Soprano Celine Mellon
Tenor Christophe Berry
Baritone Jean-Christophe Lanièce
Dancers from
the Grand Théâtre de Genève

directed for TV by Vincent Massip
produced by La Belle Télé
running time 65' Shot in HD
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Raku is a Japanese
technique of glazing
pottery by reducing the
pots outside the kiln (post
firing reduction) instead of
letting them simply cool
off in the open air. In Yuri
Possokhov's choreography
pottery is replaced by
passion.
His ballet is based on a stylized retelling of
the burning of Kyoto's Temple of the Golden
Pavilion by a mentally deranged Monk in 1950.
Possokhov transfers the story to the middle
ages where a warrior takes leave of his wife,
goes off to war and perishes. The wife mourns
his ashes, is assaulted by a love crazed monk
and expires in a storm of ashes.
Yuri Possokhov, trained at the Moscow
ballet school, was a principal dancer at the
Bolshoi, The Royal Danish Ballet and the
San Francisco Ballet before he became
choreographer in residence in San Francisco.
Raku offers a splendid vehicle for Yuan Yuan
Tan, who has been Possokhov's muse since his
first ballet Magrittomania for the company.
We have enjoyed her stunning performances
in Helgi Tomasson's Nutcracker and John
Neumeier's Little Mermaid. She is joined by
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Damien Smith and Pascal Molat, both principal
dancers of the San Francisco Ballet. A group
of four warriors acts as a sort of chorus as
the drama unfolds to sublime music by Shinji
Eshima, a long time double bass player in the
San Francisco ballet and opera orchestra as
well as a composer of renown.
The work was filmed under studio
conditions and lasts 34 minutes. It comes with
an introduction, lasting 30 minutes, in which
the dancers and the composer join Possokhov
at his home to talk about the piece and give
viewers an insight into the technical difficulties
of the choreography.

photo © Michael Khoury

RAkU

Choreographed by Yuri Possokhov
Music Shinji Eshima
Northern Ballet
Soloists

Yuan Yuan Tan
Damien Smith
Pascal Molat

directed and produced by Shirley Sun
running time 64' Shot in HD

Shirley Sun

photo © Alexander Reneff-Olson
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Anton
Bruckner
A Giant in the Making
Valery Gergiev
photo © A. Roebl

photo © A. Roebl

Anton Bruckner found his
real champions only after
his death in 1896.
His pupil Gustav Mahler conducted the
première of his sixth symphony in 1899 and his
pupil Arthur Nikisch performed the complete
cycle of Bruckner's authorized symphonies
at the Gewandhaus in 1919. Günther Wand
and Bernard Haitink followed after WW2, to
name but a few. Sergiu Celibidache, famous for
his Bruckner interpretations, inaugurated the
Philharmonie at the Gasteig in Munich, home
of the Munich Philharmonic, with Bruckner's
fifth in 1985, following in the long tradition
of the Royal Court Orchestra that, under
Hermann Levi, had performed Bruckner's
seventh Symphony in 1885, the composer's
most personal triumph during his life-time.
When the Munich Philharmonic, decided to
perform all of Bruckner's nine symphonies
at St. Florian under its Music Director
Valery Gergiev, I seized the opportunity to
create a documentary with unlimited access
to clips from producer Telmondis. Most
musical documentaries suffer from a lack
of performance material due to the high
cost of sourcing clips. The Telmondis project
will be going on for three years with three
symphonies each recorded in 2017, 2018
and 2019 at St. Florian where Bruckner was
a choir boy, teacher and organist. He is also
buried in the crypt under the grand organ
he loved to play. In order to shed new light
on the personality of the composer I shall in
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particular re-examine his relationship with
Richard Wagner, to whom he dedicated his
third symphony. This was a friendship between
equals although Bruckner considered Wagner
the “master of masters”. When Bruckner was
Organist and chorus master of Frohsinn at Linz,
Wagner even allowed him to perform the final
chorus from “Die Meistersinger” before the
opera had its première in Munich.
We will visit his birth place, Ansfelden, the
old schoolhouse now turned into a museum,
walk the “Symphonic Way” from Ansfelden to
St. Florian, where the landscape inspired him
as much as the architecture of the St. Florian
Cathedral. The organists of St. Florian and
Linz will talk about Bruckner's upbringing and
recognition as a fabulous organist, stunning
crowds in Nancy, Paris and London. The
“Linzer Singakademie” and the “Hard-Chor”,
successors to the earlier Liedertafel “Frohsinn”
and still occupying the same location, will
perform secular and sacred choir music in
various locations and the revival of an 1868
program conducted by Bruckner including
the final chorus from “Die Meistersinger”. The
conductor of the “Hard-Chor” will talk about
Bruckner at Linz and what made him move
to Vienna for the rest of his life. In Vienna we
shall film locations important to Bruckner and
discuss the reception of his music at the time.
Bruckner, obviously branded as a Wagnerite
and thereby a member of the “Neue Deutsche
Schule” faced stiff opposition from star critic
Eduard Hanslick, who was an admirer of
Brahms, and tore most of Bruckner's work to
pieces.

Anton Bruckner

We shall feature extracts of most of his
symphonies with comments by conductor
Valery Gergiev, organ playing by the organists
of St. Florian and Linz Old Cathedral which
houses the only organ completely unchanged
since Bruckner had it romanticized during
his tenure. Vocal music will be provided by
the “Florians” and the “Hard-Chor”. Archive
material, autographs and photographs from
Bruckner's time will round off a portrait which
will finally hopefully do him justice.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by Arthaus Musik
running time 58' & 90' Shot in 4K

with Dolby Atmos
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adamis productions

Georges Brassens

Paris
Will
Always
Be
Paris
Jacques Dutronc

There is no other city in
the world that has so often
been celebrated in song
as Paris.
The Grove definition of chanson reads: “any
lyric composition set to French words.” From
the MiddleAges and the Renaissance until
our time the chanson has always been part
of the French musical culture, but from the
19th century on the term does not only mean
song or in German Lied, but also a popular
art form very specific to “Paname”, the argot
word for Paris. Names from Aristide Bruant
to Yves Montand, Serge Reggiani to Vincent
Delerm, Juliette Greco to Renaud come to
mind. We know more than 3000 titles dealing
with Paris. They talk of love, poverty, revolution,
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demolition, politics, nostalgia, the people of
Paris, the geography of the city and its history
and nightlife. The two World Wars, the Roaring
Twenties and Great Thirties as well as May 68
are other recurring subjects. Archive footage
of Paris abounds and will serve to illustrate
earlier chansons by Edith Piaf, Joséphine Baker
and Maurice Chevalier often revived by the
likes of Charles Trenet, Juliette Greco, Ives
Montand, Leo Ferré, Georges Brassens, Joe
Dassin, Jacques Durtronc as well as Vincent
Delerm, Gabriel Faye or the rap.musette
Java. Charles Aznavour, Juliette Greco and
Mireille Matthieu will talk about chansons that
particularly touched them remembering fondly
a Paris that does not exist anymore, while we
shall travel through the city in search of the
places the music deals with. Three generations
of singers including Aznavour, Delerm and Zaz
as well as Serge Lama and Alain Souchon, to
name but a few, will share their art and their
views on the history of the art form with
us. An evergreen like “Under the Paris Sky”
will be revived by Zaz and Patrick Bruel will
re-interpret Maurice Chevalier's unforgettable
“Paris, je t´aime d´amour”. In short, filmmaker
Christophe Duchiron will tell us the history of
Paris through its chansons, and the producers
will find an artist fluent in English to top and
tail a very French programme and also do
the commentary so that we might share the
delights of the Cité des lumières in song.

Juliette Greco

Maurice Chelvalier, 1954

directed by Christophe Duchiron
produced by Adamis Productions
running time 90'
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THROUGH
LOTTE'S
LENS
I have for some years
been fascinated by the
profound influence that the
immigrants fleeing from
Nazi Germany and latterly
Austria in the thirties had
on the arts, sciences and
business of the United
Kingdom.
Daniel Snowman’s fine book; The Hitler
Émigrés’, which is a significant influence on the
genesis of this film, explains in detail how a
generation of disenfranchised and frightened
people - mainly, but not exclusively Jews,
re-energised serious thinking and creativity in
Britain to the extent that their legacy exists to
this day.
Lotte Meitner-Graf ’s escape from Vienna
in 1938 after the Anschluss mirrored the
experience of many of her compatriots and
subsequent subjects. She settled in London
and after the war opened a photographic
studio at 23 Bond Street, which over the years
until her death in 1973 opened its doors to a
who’s who of British - and émigré celebrities. It

E.H. Gombrich © Lotte Meitner-Graf
Images courtesy of The Lotte Meitner-Graf Archive
www.lottemeitnergraf.com
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is now Stella McCartney's new headquarters
and they allowed us to film there. Lotte
photographed pretty well every classical music
star between 1940 and 1973 and some will be
important in this film. But it’s the bigger device
of Lotte’s lens, which is so exciting.
We are going to reproduce Lotte’s studio,
based on advice and recollection from several
people who knew her well, including her
lawyer for the last ten years of her life; Malcolm
Farrer-Brown and one of her assistants; Lynda
Sullivan. From this base, we will explore
the extraordinary lives of extraordinary
immigrants, many of who were initially interned
as ‘enemy aliens’ on the Isle of Man. From this
studio set we are going to explore the many
people that Lotte photographed who made
such an extraordinary difference to all aspects
of post war life in Britain.
We will re-enact the various stages of
celluloid photography, which will then be the
portal that takes us on journeys of discovery;
through interviews, film portraiture and special
effects. For example, we might see Lotte take
a print out of the stop bath, which will be
revealed as the portrait of Walter Gropius,
founder of the Bauhaus - then we will travel to
Dartington Hall to visit the barn that Gropius
turned into a cinema in the mid thirties. Or
we will hear the Amadeus String Quartet
accompanying their photograph and mix
to the internment camp on the Isle of Man,
where the three Austrian émigrés first met
before Martin Lovett joined them whilst they
were being coached by the great Max Rostal.
Whilst in the Isle of Man, we will explore
the life and work of Hans Gal, another
internee whose significance as a major
composer of the period has only recently
emerged. And the inimitable Humphrey
Burton will tell us about working with internee
Hans Keller at the BBC and the great lieder
performances of Ilse Wolf with pianists Paul
Hamburger and Martin Isepp.
But this film will be no generalised
celebration of a lot of clever people - it will

capriol films
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be entertaining. We will include performance
elements such as a recreation of the Laterndl
Theatre club of the forties, where Viennese
actors introduced Londoners to political
cabaret and the Czech actor Martin Miller gave
his wicked and hilarious Hitler ‘speeches’.
We will explore the work of the émigré
composers such as Gal and Peter Gellhorn
by filming new performances of their work
at the actual house in Swiss Cottage where
the performances occured in 1941 - even the
carved wooden fireplace they performed in
front of still exists - and enjoying excerpts from
Gal’s witty take on his experience as an Isle of
Man internee; What a life.
My intention is that the film will have
an epilogue, where we will point out that
there are still refugees, in fear for their lives,
fleeing terrible regimes. These refugees - or
émigrés are mainly ordinary people looking
for a better, safer life, but as with the Hitler
émigrés there is always the potential for
them to add enormously to the culture and
economy of their host country. But I want to
illustrate this in a much more abstract way
than conventional footage of escapees - I am
looking for art installations, paintings, sculptures
to illustrate the deepest sense of what being in
a flight, not a fight, for one’s life. I am confident
we can play the film out with potent music
and images that will not only complete the
story, but also bring it up to date.
This is a strongly emotive and entertaining
project, which will play equally well in the
Art Houses and on arts television. The story
needs to be told, but needs to be told in a
novel and engaging manner by a company
such as Capriol Films - we have the contacts,
the access and most importantly - the passion.
Tony Britten

directed by Tony Britten
produced by Capriol Films
running time 90' Shot in HD
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Lessons
from
Joan

photo © Jane Brown for The Guardian

photo © Press Association

Joan Littlewood trained
at the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts and
set up Theatre Union in
Manchester with partner
Ewan MacColl in 1936.
Her great causes were
community and political
theatre, improvisation,
working class language, all
of which have passed into
the mainstream of drama.
In 1945 Littlewood, MacColl and other
Theatre Union members formed Theatre
Workshop, which after years of touring settled
at the Theatre Royal at Stratford, East London
in 1953, where the company lived and slept
while the theatre was restored. Littlewood
made her name with a production of Brecht's
“Mother Courage and her Children” which
she directed while also playing the lead. Her
theatre was in a state of perpetual revolution
and she saw herself as a creator of art and
fun, close to Meyerhold, the Stanislavsky
disciple. Other influences were Rudolf Laban,
who had founded a Movement Studio in
Manchester, and Commedia dell´arte. “The
Alchimist” and “Richard II” followed. In Gerry
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Raffles she found a new partner who was
inspiring and at the same time gave her
a structure and a management she badly
needed. Her production of Volpone in 1955
was highly acclaimed at the Paris International
Theatre Festival and won first prize, but the
breakthrough happened with Brendan Behan's
works “The Quare Fellow” and “The Hostage”
and Shelagh Delaney's “Taste of Honey”, which
came next, where so successful that they
made it to Broadway. Her greatest hit however
was “Oh,What a Lovely War!”an anti-war
musical based on songs popular at the time
of WW1 and research by Charles Chilton. It
was made up in rehearsal as Joan Littlewood
did not want actors speaking an existing text
but rather a group of performers performing.
“Oh,What a Lovely War!” became an instant
hit, transferred to the West End and played
Broadway for an incredible eight months. The
audience was baffled by a ticker tape running
at the back giving facts and figures about the
tremendous losses such as “100 000 men
killed for the gain of 10 yards”. When accused
of “dancing on graves of all these soldiers”, she
replied “I hope they are dancing with us.”
Australian director Walter MacIntosh took
the opportunity of a revival of “Oh,What
a Lovely War!” at the Renegade Theatre in
Melbourne to revisit Joan Littlewood's life and
career. He was able to assemble actors who
performed in the musical like Judy Cornwell,
Victor Spinetti, Brian Murphy, Barbara Windsor,
of Eastenders fame, and Murray Melvin as well
as Assistant Director and Stage Manager Kevin

Palmer and Biographer and friend Peter Rankin.
With their help we get a good idea what sort
of charisma Joan Littlewood had and what sort
of personality she was. The Theatre Company
Joan Littlewood and Gerry Raffles founded in
Stratford continues to showcase new theatre
work inspired by its local community and the
world today. And “Miss Littlewood”, a new
musical about Joan Littlewood by Sam Kenyon,
will be performed at the Royal Shakespeare
Company in 2018. “Lessons from Joan”? Yes,
she does live on “and her record remains
unsurpassed”, as the Guardian said in the 2002
obituary.

directed by Walter Macintosh
produced by Angel Lane Films
running time 54'

Oh, What a Lovely War!
photo © Romano Cagnoni
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Osmo Vänskä
photo © Greg Helgeson

Concerts for Television
co-founded the Budapest Festival Orchestra
with fellow Hungarian Zoltán Kocsis in 1983
which, according to the latest soundings, ranks
amongst the world's top ten.
Though Ivan Fischer dislikes the reactionary
nature of Hungary's present government
and has chosen to move to Berlin, where he
is Musical Director of the Konzerthaus, he
believes in working for change from within.
“It's a country where you can argue, discuss, raise
your voice, have differences of opinion, and I will
keep criticizing things I disagree with.” In the
meantime the Budapest Festival Orchestra und
his leadership has become Hungary's greatest
cultural export.
Ivan Fischer conducts the Budapest Festival
Orchestra with J.S. Bach's Third Brandenburg
Concerto, Johannes Brahms' Third Symphony
and Béla Bartók's Music for Strings, Percussion
and Celesta.

LGM has once again
succeeded in filming
concerts with a repertory
you don't hear every day.
Their choice of working
with the Orchestre
national de Lyon and
the Budapest Festival
Orchestra is a welcome
addition to the usual
television fare.
Osmo Vänskä was principal clarinet with
the Helsinki Philharmonic and a composer
before he studied conducting with “maestro
maker” Jorma Panula at the Sibelius Academy
in Helsinki. After having worked with the Lahti
Symphony Orchestra, the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra and the BBC Scottish Orchestra he
was appointed music director of the Minnesota
Orchestra, a position recently renewed after
a lock out of the orchestra and turbulent
changes in its management. His recordings for
the BIS label have been widely acclaimed and
in 2014 Osmo Vänskä obtained a Grammy
Award for “Best Orchestra Performance” for his
second Sibelius album.
Vilde Frang, born in Norway, was engaged
by Mariss Jansons to debut with the Oslo
Philharmonic at the age of 12. She studied
at the Barratt Due Musikkinstitutt in Oslo,
with Kolja Blacher in Hamburg and Ana
Chunachenko at the Kronberg Academy. She
received a Gramophone Award in 2016 for
her recording of the Britten and Korngold
Violin Concertos.

Osmo Vänskä conducts the Orchestre
national de Lyon with Sergey Prokofiev's
Suite from Lieutenant Kijé, Béla Bartók's Violin
Concerto No 1, Soloist Vilde Frang, and Ludwig
van Beethoven's Symphony No 3, Eroica.

directed for TV by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time 90' Shot in HD

directed for TV by Christian Leblé
produced by LGM
running time 90' Shot in HD
Ivan Fischer came to conducting very
late when he won the Rupert Foundation's
conducting competition in London at the age
of 25. He remembers: “I was purely interested
in the music and not in the profession itself. The
role of imagining and developing a piece and
training a group is attractive, but not putting
on tails and going out there.” Consequently
Ivan Fischer does very little guest conducting,
mostly with the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra and the Berlin Philharmonic, but
Osmo Vänskä
photo © Greg Helgeson
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senso films

CLAUDE
DEBUSSY

YOU CAN'T LEARN MUSiC
In 2018 the musical
world commemorates the
100th anniversary of the
death of French composer
Claude Debussy, one of
the towering figures in
20th century music whose
influence stretches right
up to Pierre Boulez.
Metropolitan commissioned a very good
film from Georges Gachot in 2000 which
has lost none of its charm. We learn about
the life of the composer through writings of
contemporaries and friends. Archive footage
from Paris around 1900 creates a fin du siècle
mood and makes it easier for us to understand
how radically new Debussy's music was. Most
important however is the director's choice
of music which unites Sergiu Celibidache
(Afternoon of a Faun, Ibéria), Eugene Ormandy
(La Mer), Zoltan Kocsis (Children's Corner) and
Sviatoslav Richter (Images: Reflets dans l´eau)
who perform key works of the composer.
And who better than Pierre Boulez and Peter
Stein to present the composer's only finished
opera Pelléas et Mélisande. Another surprise
is a recording with Mary Garden, who was
Newsletter No44

Debussy's first Mélisande and a Welte Piano
reproduction of Debussy's own piano playing
from 1913. The only on screen interviewee is
Manuel Rosenthal, the doyen of French music
in the first half of last century, who shares
priceless anecdotes with us.

directed by Georges Gachot
produced by Metropolitan
running time 57' Shot in SD

TO CELEBRATE DEBUSSY
POORHOUSE IS ALSO ABLE TO OFFER:

PELLÉAS ET MÉLISANDE

Valery Gergiev and the Mariinsky Orchestra:
Afternoon of a Faun 11' and La Mer 24'
Paavo Järvi and Orchestre de Paris: Afternoon of
a Faun 11'
Robin Ticciati and Budapest Festival Orchestra:
La Mer 25'
Sergiu Celibidache and Munich Philarmonic
Orchestra: Afternoon of a Faun 17'and Ibéria 31'
Children's Corner played by Zoltán Kocsis 15'

Conductor Pierre Boulez
Orchestra & Chorus of Welsh National
Opera
Staged by Peter Stein
Soloists

Alison Hagley, Neill Archer,
Donald Maxwell, Kenneth Cox,
Penelope Walker, Samuel Burkey,
Peter Massocchi

directed for TV by Peter Stein
produced by Caméras Continentales
running time 158'
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EVGENY
NiKiTiN

A Rocking Baritone
Hooligan at the age
of 20, world famous
lyrical artist at the age
of 40, Evgeny Nikitin
has gone a long way
since his early years.

Born in Murmansk, in the North of Russia,
Evgeny Nikitin became a young offender in his
late teens and eventually went to jail where he
stayed for several months.
Once out, he studied singing at the SaintPetersburg conservatory and then was hired
by the Mariinsky Theatre, where he had a
lightning start as a bass-baritone singer.
Besides being a lyrical artist, Nikitin is also
a heavy metal singer, and his body is entirely
covered with tattoos. Obviously, he is not
the archetype of the classical performer.
Yet he sings the greatest parts of the opera
repertoire on stages all over the world and
particularly stands out in German operas,
which has led him to be invited regularly to
perform in German-speaking countries, a rare
privilege for a Russian singer.
Known for his charisma and his dramatic
intensity when performing, Nikitin had a career
path without fail until 2012, when he was
expelled from the Bayreuth Festival after some
of his old tattoos looking like Nazi symbols
were disclosed on a video. Shaken by this
scandal which happened at the very moment
when he thought he was going to reach the
crowning achievement of his career, Nikitin
went through a personal crisis for several
months during which he remained silent.
Supported by the opera houses where he was
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scheduled to perform, none of which cancelled
his participation, he has since then resumed
working with determination. During one of his
frequent stage appearances at the Bayerische
Staatsoper, Munich, Nikolaus Bachler, Director
General, explains how Nikitin became the
victim of a journalistic attack on Bayreuth and
confirms his determination to employ Nikitin
where ever possible.
We follow Nikitin interpreting Klingsor

(Parsifal) and Telramund (Lohengrin) at the
Bayerische Staatsoper and hear him being
complimented for his perfect German
pronunciation during an improvised signing
session. We also hear that Nikitin lost his
grandfather in the last days of WW II but
that Nikitin bears no grudge against postwar Germany considering German culture a
cornerstone of the European civilization.
Back in St. Petersburg Nikitin relaxes as
drummer in his heavy metal band, works with
his friend Vitali Borisov in a dubbing studio on
tracks recorded with the group Archaic Silence
which they founded together.

We also assist rehearsals and performances
of Boris Godunov which give us an idea of the
many facets of the actor Nikitin, who appears
in the legendary stage version of Mussorgsky's
opera by Tarkovsky as well as in the radically
modern staging of Graham Vick. Another
success at the Mariinsky is his interpretation of
Don Giovanni.
While Nikitin is in New York for his
appearance as Kurwenal in Wagner's Tristan
and Isolde at the Met we follow him to
Brooklyn where he stays with his friend Pavel
who is organist at a local church. Here we
watch Nikitin improvise on the piano while his
friend Pavel plays the violin.
The documentary ends with a performance
of Tosca in St. Petersburg. Nikitin fears having
lost his voice in the 2nd Act singing Scarpia,
but his family and his doctor assure him to
the contrary. They say with this foray into the
Italian repertoire Evgeny Nikitin is on the best
way to become a complete singer.

directed by Bertrand Normand
produced by Studio du Jour Prochain
running time 52' Shot in HD
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senso films

Judit & György Kurtág

Márta & György Kurtág

Three Generations of Kurtág
Music and Pictures
György Kurtág, a Hungarian composer
of Romanian birth, was first influenced by
the piano music of Bartók when studying in
Budapest. Later he attended composition
classes by Milhaud and Messiaen in Paris and
discovered the Second Viennese School during
concerts of the Domaine Musical. Kurtág
soon felt drawn to the music of Webern with
whom he shares the small-scale structure and
the expressivity controlled by an impeccable
technique. Like Webern's his output is small.
When Pierre Boulez invited him to work
at IRCAM in 1981 his international career
took off. He met Márta, a pianist, at the Franz
Liszt Academy in 1946. Today the couple
commutes between Bordeaux and Budapest.
They also appear as a celebrated piano duo
playing Játékok - Games and Transcriptions” ,
music by Kurtág and Bach. Past ninety Kurtág
is struggling to finish his first opera based
on Beckett's End Game. Filmmaker Maryline
Charrier's intimate knowledge of the Kurtágs
and long standing relationship with them
makes this documentary also a piece for
times to come. She succeeded with the help
of Kurtág's granddaughter Judit, a well known

video artist, to follow the creative process
breathtakingly closely. Judit even fastened a
GoPro camera to her grandfather's forehead
and installed sound equipment close to his
piano when he was composing. As the new
opera is scheduled to be premièred at La
Scala, we also meet Alexander Pereira, who
commissioned the piece, and Pierre Audi who
will be staging it. We attend rehearsals with
Hillary Summers (Neil), Leigh Melrose (Clov)
and Frode Olsen (Hamm) and thereby gain
first knowledge of what the opera will sound
like.
Judit's father György Jr. is also a composer,
improviser, creator of multi-media instruments
providing Judit with music for her videos
of which we see a representative selection.
Kurtág's son is currently working at the
SCRIME (Studio de Création et de Recherche
en informatique et musique électroacoustique),
University of Bordeaux. We shall attend a
performance of Zwiegespräch composed by
father and son. They continue to work on this
piece so that there is not a single note that has
remained identical since the creation of the
piece as their dialogue continues to evolve.

György Kurtág Jr

Three generations of Kurtág at work.
We follow a genius during the process of
composing and experience the surroundings
in which the composer creates and exchanges
ideas with his family.

directed by Maryline Charrier
produced by Senso Films
running time 56' Shot in HD
Poorhouse also distributes an evening of
Játékok recorded at Cité de la musique in Paris
and released for Home Video by ECM

Márta, György & Judit
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PRESS & AWARDS

In the autumn Hollywood Spies by the
Kuperbergs was premiered in France to very
positive reviews:
“Témoignages instructifs archives émouvantes,
commentaires intelligents: ce documentaire est
passionnant”. Le Monde 19.10.2017
Marlene Dietrich

Amants Magnifiques photo © Erwan Floc'h

Antonin Preljocaj in New York 70’
Fire and Ashes, Making the Ballet RAkU 64’
Who Has Stolen the Bolero by Maurice Ravel
English version 52’

AVANT-PREMIERE
SCREENINGS BERLIN 2018

“Il est fantastique de voir à quel point la réalité a
fini par dépasser la fiction”.
Télérama with TT 11.10.2017
“Ce n´était pas du cinéma! Les soeurs Kuperberg
dévoilent à partir de documents top secret
comment les grandes stars du cinéma ont joué
les agents pour le gouvernement américain entre
1941 et 1945”. Le Figaro 19.10.2017
We congratulate Daniil Trifonov for being
honoured by the German Association of
Record Critics for his album “Transcendental”.
Poorhouse International is proud to distribute
one of Trifonov's famous recitals including 12
Trascendental Studies by Liszt and his riveting
interpretations of Shostakovich's Piano
Concerto No. 1 and Prokofiev's No. 3 “A pianist
for the rest of our lives….” as Norman Lebrecht
puts it.
Danill Trifonov

Rachel Flowers in her studio
photo © David Pu'u

Hearing is Believing by Lorenzo de Stefano
about blind musician Rachel Flowers has been
short listed for the 2018 Humanitas Award.
Einstein on the Screen
After having received the
Diapason d´Or for the
month of December 2016,
the Opus Arte release
has now been voted
Diapason d´Or for the
year 2017, “immortalized
by the professional eye of
television director Don Kent.”
Congratulations to Telmondis who dared
to undertake the difficult task of recording
the opera at two live performances at the
Châtelet.

SHOWREEL

Who has Stolen the Bolero by Maurice Ravel 52’
An Evening with Hans van Manen 75’
Preljocaj in New York 70'
From Bach to Brazil - Heitor Villa Lobos 58’
Fire and Ashes, Making the Ballet RAkU 64’
Braille Music 81’
1984 90’
Sound of Redemption - The Frank Morgan Story 84’
Antonin Preljocaj in New York 70’
Kurtág - Three Generations 56’
Hearing is Believing 58’ or 104’
Here is a link to the Poorhouse International
2018 Avant Premiere Showreel:
https://vimeo.com/252897191

READY FOR DELIVERY

Performance Les amants magnifiques 155’
Documentary: A la recherche des amants
magnifiques 18’
Performance El Baile 81’
Documentary Extra Bal 74’ or 52’
L’ombre de Venceslao 90’
Franco Zeffirelli 56’
Hollywood, No Sex Please 56’
Lessons from Joan 54’
An Evening with Hans van Manen 75’

February - March 2018

The Poorhouse International showreel is
scheduled for Sunday, February 18th, 2018 in
Block 2 between 13:30 and 15:00.
Contact Reiner Moritz and Heike Connolly at
the IMZ Zone and/or Grand Hotel Esplanade/
Sheraton, Tel. +49 (0)30 254 780 or mobile
Heike Connolly +44 7720 060102.

58 Broadwick Street
London W1F 7AL
telephone: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
www.poorhouseintl.co.uk
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